ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RISK
Northside Horse Outfitters LLC dba Cave Creek Trail Rides provides many outdoor recreational activities to
the public. Trip participants understand that outdoor recreational activities do involve inherent risks which are
beyond the control of Cave Creek Trail Rides and their staff, agents and employees. These inherent risks
include, but are not limited to, changes in weather, unforeseen obstacles on the trail, behavior and actions of
others, wildlife, ect.
We, the undersigned, do understand that upon acceptance of the horse and equipment that we hereby assume all
risks and responsibilities for my behavior, actions and safety, and for the behavior, actions and safety of my
minor child or children while involved in the activities. I understand that Cave Creek Trail Rides is not
responsible for potential exposure and potential infection of airborne illness, including but not limited to
Influenza and Coronavirus. We encourage participants to observe social distancing where possible and to wear a
face mask. Cave Creek Trail Rides is also not responsible for the negligence of other participants that are
involved in said activity.
Therefore, I assume full responsibility for personal injury to myself and/or to members of my family, or for loss
or damage to my personal property and expenses thereof as a result of my negligence or the negligence of my
family participating in said activities or as a result of inherent risks included in said activities.
I have read and understand this agreement and do voluntarily agree to sign.
DATE______________
NAME______________________________________
SIGNATURE_________________________________
LIST MINOR CHILDREN RIDING (6-17YRS OLD)______________________________________________

HARD-HAT ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RISK
I, the undersigned, recognize the dangers inherent with horseback riding. I am assuming the hazard of this risk
for myself and my minor child/children since I wish to ride horses. I realize I am subject to injury from this
activity and that no form of pre-planning can remove all the danger that I am exposing myself and my
child/children to. I have been offered a protective riding helmet, which could reduce the risk of and/or prevent
permanent or other brain damage in the event of an accident. And understanding such risk I am voluntarily
declining to wear a helmet and that it is offered as a critical safety precaution
NAME___________________________________
SIGNATURE______________________________
LIST MINOR CHILDREN (13-17YRS OLD) ____________________________________________________

